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ONTARIO’S ELECTRICITY SUBSIDIES

Recent reports by the Financial Accountability Office of Ontario (FAO) provide a useful
summary of the Ontario government’s subsidy of electricity prices in that province. On
19 October, 2021, the report entitled Home Energy Spending in Ontario: Income and
Regional Distribution was released.1 On 18 March 2021, the FAO released The Cost of
Subsidizing Green Energy Contracts for Industrial and Large Commercial Ratepayers,
which reviewed the application of the rate subsidy.2
The rapid increase in electricity prices had been a major issue in the 2018 provincial
election where the Progressive Conservative party defeated the Liberal government. The
new Ford government scrapped the Liberal’s dubious attempt to reduce rates by
deferring debt to future generations, and reduced the rates for residential, farm and
small business ratepayers through a direct taxpayer subsidy. In its November 2020,
budget the government extended the taxpayer subsidy to include large commercial and
industrial customers.
For 2019/20 the taxpayer subsidy for residential, farm and small business customers
totaled approximately $3.5 billion, while the net cost of the large commercial and
industrial subsidy is estimated at $1.5 billion. It is estimated that the subsidy equates to
a reduction in the electricity bill of 18% for the former group, and 14% to 17% for the
large users.

Rationale for the Taxpayer Subsidy
During the 2018 election the Progressive Conservatives pledged to lower electricity rates
for residential, farm and small business ratepayers. They believed that the taxpayer
should assist these customers to lessen the financial cost of previous government
decisions respecting the development of renewable energy sources. These decisions,
which included signing thousands of contracts with private energy suppliers,
contributed to a to the price of electricity in Ontario doubling from 2009 to 2019.3 The
Liberal government attempted to achieve a similar result through the Fair Hydro plan to
defer debt to future generations of ratepayers, although the provincial auditor general
objected to this approach.
The government extended the taxpayer subsidy to lower the electricity costs for large
commercial and industrial users in its 2020 budget. The government justified this
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second subsidy as a way to keep electricity costs competitive with other jurisdictions
that borded the Great Lakes.4
The impact of the rate reduction subsidies is reflected in the significant drop in the
electricity rates for Toronto between 2017 and 2021, as shown in the Appendix.
Residential rates declined by 17.7%, while the rates for large power consumers dropped
by 35.1%.

Low-Income and Other Specific Subsidies
The Ontario taxpayer subsidy includes specific programs for low income residential
customers (the Ontario Electricity Support Program), and for on-reserve First Nations
households to reduce delivery costs for these remote communities. Other taxpayer
support reduces the distribution cost of rural or remote locations.5

Separation of Responsibilities
The Ontario taxpayer subsidy allows the government to address the issue of rate
affordability and industrial competitiveness without forcing the regulator to abandon
the economic justification for changes in the rates (the cost of service model). The
subsidies are transparent and address specific public policy issues. They avoid the
problems inherent in burdening the regulator (in this province the BC Utilities
Commission) with responsibilities that are beyond its expertise, as I argued in an earlier
paper.6
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APPENDIX

Hydro Quebec, 2021 Comparison of Electricity Prices in Major North American Cities,
April 2021
https://www.hydroquebec.com/data/documents-donnees/pdf/comparison-electricityprices.pdf

Since 2017, the average price for residential customers in Toronto fell by 17.7%. This
reflects the government subsidy.
Large Industrial rates are now more competitive with those in Detroit and Chicago.
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Since 2017, the average price for large-power customers in Toronto decreased by 35.1%.
This reflects the government subsidy.
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